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This Circular is published in accordance with the provisions of the Article regarding 
“Margins required by BME CLEARING” of BME CLEARING´s Rule Book. 
 
The circular is divided into the following sections: 
 
I. Description of margin calculation method (MEFFCOM2). 
II. Description of the calculation of the Market value adjusted margin. 
III. Determination of the additional margin due to the Delivery of Natural Gas contracts. 
IV. Determination of the Initial Margin at the Margin Account level. 
V. Application to the Intra-day Risk Limit. 
 
I. DESCRIPTION OF MARGIN CALCULATION METHOD (MEFFCOM2) 

 
Steps in the calculation of Margin requirements for futures and swaps positions in 
electricity products, as well as for positions on natural gas contracts, using the 
MEFFCOM2 method:  

 
1.- Construction of the valuation arrays: theoretical prices. 
2.- Application of the valuation arrays to open positions. 
3.- Offsetting of margins within the same Margin Class. 
4.- Offsetting of margins between different Margin Classes. 

 
In this document, the terms Contract, Expiry, Multiplier, Margin Class, Theoretical 
cascade of contracts, Spread, and Margin Account are defined as follows:  

 
Contract: A future or swap with a given delivery period. For example, the FTBCCAL19 
future is the Electricity Calendar base 2019 Future and the FGVSCAL19 future 
corresponds to the Natural Gas Calendar 2019 Future in the Spanish Virtual Balancing 
Point. 
 
Expiry: Regarding the Electricity contracts, for calendar and quarter futures and swaps 
contracts, the expiration date is the working day prior to the first day of the delivery 
period and for the monthly, weekly and daily swap contracts it is the last day of the 
delivery period. 
 
Regarding Natural Gas contracts, for calendar (CAL), season, and quarters (Q), the 
expiration date is the third working day prior to the first day of the delivery period; for the 
monthly and weekly contracts it is the second working day prior to the last day of the 
delivery period; and for the daily contracts it is the prior working day to the delivery day. 
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Subject Procedure for Margin Calculation. 

Summary 

In accordance with the Rule Book, this Circular establishes the 
margin calculation procedure. It is modified to consider the 
delay in the Monetary Settlement for gas delivery, which 
changes from D to D + 3. 
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Multiplier: It will be that established in the following Circulars: Contracts listed in Power 
products in the Energy Segment. Coding and/or Contracts listed in Gas products in the 
Energy Segment. Coding. 
 
Margin Class (or Class): Once the contracts have been cascaded according to the 
“Theoretical cascade” Instruction, or the one replacing it, contracts are grouped into 
Margin Classes, which are laid down in the Margin Calculation Parameters Circular for 
the Energy segment. 
 
Theoretical cascade of contracts: starting from the cascading process defined in the 
corresponding Instruction, and according to its rules, contracts are broken into smaller 
ones (contracts with a smaller delivery period), being offset those identical contracts with 
opposite sign, thus having as a result of such process the offset position (with either 
long or short delta). The following distinction will apply: 
 

o Perfect Spread: wholly offset positions as a result of the theoretical cascade (of 
equal amount and opposite sign) that come from different contracts for which the 
delivery period of one contract falls within the delivery period of the other 
contract. 

 
o Spread: Positions offset (of equal amount and opposite sign) between different 

correlated contracts, as a result of the theoretical cascade, and with delivery 
periods not included one inside the other (wholly or partially). 

 
Margin Account: Minimum unit for Margin calculation. 

 
 
1.- Construction of the valuation arrays: theoretical prices 
 

A theoretical price array is determined for each Contract of each Margin Class. The 
steps taken to construct the arrays are as follows: 

 
a) Determination of the hypothetical prices. 
b) Calculation of the theoretical price arrays. 

 
 

a) Determination of the hypothetical prices 
 

The hypothetical prices that the contract can reach, starting from the closing price, 
are determined on the basis of the Total Fluctuation to be analysed and the Number 
of Columns included in the arrays. At a Margin Class level and tranche, these 
parameters are specified in the "Margin Calculation Parameters" Circular. 

 
The Total Fluctuation to be Analysed depends on whether the contract is a base or 
a peak electricity contract or a natural gas contract, the type of contract, the delivery 
period of the contract and the number of days for the expiration date of the contract. 
 
Therefore, the hypothetical prices using three columns (bullish scenario, bearish 
scenario and central or closing scenario) are calculated as follows: 

 
  Contract price bullish scenario  = Closing price + Total Fluctuation / 2 
  Contract price close   = Closing price  
  Contract price bearish scenario  = Closing price - Total Fluctuation / 2 
  
To allow for the possibility of a large position, extra hypothetical prices are added, 
using the margin increase percentages, “Pi”, as set out in the “Extraordinary 
Margins for Large Positions” Circular: 
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  Contract price P1 = Closing Price + Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P1) 
  Contract price -P1 = Closing Price – Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P1) 

Contract price P2 = Closing Price + Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P2) 
  Contract price -P2 = Closing Price – Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P2) 

Contract price P3 = Closing Price + Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P3) 
  Contract price -P3 = Closing Price – Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P3) 
 

And so on until all the Pi percentages set out in the circular have been included. 
 

The amounts that are added or subtracted to the Closing Price to determine the 
hypothetical prices are rounded off to the same number of decimal places as the 
contract. 
 
 

b) Calculation of the theoretical price arrays 
 

 For each column the theoretical price is calculated as the difference between the 
hypothetical price corresponding to said column and the closing price of the future: 

 
Theoretical Price = (HPn - CP)  

 
Where:   HPn :  Hypothetical price of the Contract 
   CP  : Closing price of the Contract 

 
 
2.- Application of the valuation arrays to open positions 
 

Once the theoretical price arrays are calculated, the valuation arrays are applied to the 
open positions of the respective position account. The algorithm used for valuing the 
open position is:  
 
Long open position in a contract = Number of contracts * Multiplier 
Short open position in a contract = Number of contracts * Multiplier 
 
Value Long Open Position = Long open position * -1 * Theoretical price row 
Value Short Open Position = Short open position * 1 * Theoretical price row 
 

The calculated values are added column by column for contracts of the same Margin 
Class, with positive and negative values being fully offset. The resulting row of totals is 
known as the Net Position Margins row. 
 
 

3.- Offsetting of Margins within the same Margin Class 
 

The following steps will be taken: 
 
a) Select Contracts to offset 
b) Calculate the number of spreads 
c) Obtain the not consumed position in spreads 
d) Repeat calculations until there are no more spreads 
e) Calculate Time Spread Margins 
f) Obtain Commodity Margin 
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a) Select Contracts to offset 
 

Starting with the position in each Contract, the offsets (number of spreads) 
between contracts’ positions with an opposite sign, inside each Margin Class, will 
be taken into consideration. 

 
 Priority will be given to the pair of Contracts with equal expiration date. In this 

case the offset will begin by the Contracts with higher multiplier. 
 
 If there are Contracts with different expiration dates, priority will be given to the 

pair of expirations which have closer expiration dates between them, being these 
more correlated, and beginning by the furthest expiration date. 

 
 
b) Calculate the number of spreads 
 
 The number of spreads for each pair of contracts having positions with opposite 

signs will be determined as follows: 
 

No. spreads = Minimum absolute value {position Contract A ; position Contract B } 
 
 

c) Obtain the not consumed position in spreads 
 

Next, for each Contract the position not consumed in spreads is calculated. 
 

- For long open positions: 

Not consumed position in spreads = Initial position – Number of spreads 

 
- For short open positions: 

Not consumed position in spreads = Initial position + Number of spreads 

 
 

d) Repeat calculations until there are no more spreads  
 
 Whenever there are still remaining positions to offset the process continues with 

the next combination of Contracts to offset and it is repeated until there is no more 
combination of Contracts to be offset. 

 
 

e) Calculate Time Spread Margins 
 
Next, each number of spreads is converted into currency units multiplying by the 
time spread margin amount that is specified in the “Margin Calculation Parameters” 
Circular. 
 
The time spread margin amount is variable, based on the difference between the 
prices of each offset Contract, specifying a minimum value and a factor. 

 
The time spread margin amount is determined using the following formula:  
 

Max. (MSV; Absolute Value (CPA - CPB)) * Factor 
Where: 

 
MSV = Minimum spread value. This parameter is specified in the Circular 

cited above.  
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CPA = Closing price of Contract A.  
CPB = Closing price of Contract B. 
Factor = Parameter normally greater than one, that is specified in the 

Circular cited above  
 

Next, the rows of time spread margins are added column by column, in case there 
is more than one offset between Contracts, and the resulting Time Spread 
Margins row is added to the Net Position Margins row obtained in section I.2. 
Adding these together gives a row that we call Total Margins row, which is adjusted 
or corrected for the lack of perfect correlation between distinct contracts of the 
same Margin Class. 
 
 

f) Obtain Commodity Margin 
 
The following steps will be taken: 
 
f.1 Maximum value of the Total Margins row 
 
In the Total Margins row, the column which contains the largest amount is selected; 
this corresponds to the Initial Worst Case scenario. Large position scenarios are not 
included in this step. 
 
f.2 Obtain the Initial Worst Case scenario position 
 
The remaining position which corresponds to the initial Worst Case scenario 
column (obtained in f.1 above) is selected. The positions for the various expirations 
are added together. The result is called “Initial Worst Case Scenario Position”. 
 
f.3 Determination of total number of scenarios to be taken into consideration 
 
The percentage that the Initial Worst Case Scenario Position represents in relation 
to the corresponding Average Daily Trading Volume of that product as published by 
BME CLEARING in its “Average Daily Volume” General Circular is calculated. 
Depending on the value of this percentage, and in accordance with the stipulation 
of the “Extraordinary Margins for Large Positions” Circular, the number of scenarios 
to be taken into consideration will be increased. 
 
f.4 Calculate the Commodity Margin 
 
In the Total Margins row, the column containing the largest amount is selected; the 
increased number of scenarios will be included if, as per section f.3, a large position 
has been recorded. 

 
 

4.- Offsetting of margins between different Margin Classes 
 
In accordance with the “Margin Calculation Parameters” Circular, there may be different 
Classes correlated between them, whereby the margin should be reduced based on the 
position that is offset between one Class and the other.  
 
The following steps are to be taken: 

 
a) For each Margin Class, obtain the position to apply 
b) Select Margin Classes to offset 
c) Calculate the number of spreads 
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d) Obtain the not consumed position in spreads 
e) Repeat calculations until there are no more spreads  
f) Calculate Inter-commodity Spread Credits  
g) Obtain Final Margin for each Margin Class  

 
 

a) For each Margin Class, obtain the position to apply 
 

The starting point is the not consumed position in Spreads from section I.3. 
  
 The not consumed position in each Contract corresponding to the column with the 

maximum value in the Margin Class, without taking into account the large positions, is 
selected. Thus, the Initial Worst Case Scenario position obtained in point I.3.f.1. 
Positions for different contracts are added together and the result is the position to 
apply for each Margin Class. 

 
 
b) Select Margin Classes to offset 
 
 Using the priority established in the “Margin Calculation Parameters” Circular, 

different pairs of Margin Classes with offset positions are chosen accordingly. 
 
c) Calculate the number of spreads 
 

The number of hours to offset is determined using the following formula: 
 

 No. spreads = MinAbsVal {positionClass  A  ; positionClass B} 

 
 

d) Obtain the not consumed position in spreads 
 
 The not consumed position in spreads for each Margin Class will be equal to:  

 
- For long open positions: 

 
Position not consumed in spreads = Initial position – Number of spreads 

 
- For short open positions: 

 
Position not consumed in spreads = Initial position + Number of spreads 

 
 
e) Repeat calculations until there are no more spreads  
 

Next, whenever there is still remaining Margin Classes to offset, the process 
continues with the next combination of Margin Classes and the process is repeated 
until there is no combination of Margin Classes left to offset. 
 
 

f) Calculate Inter-commodity Spread Credits 
 

Then, for each number of spreads, the amount to subtract from the Commodity 
Margin is calculated, based on the Margin Credit parameters that are specified in 
the “Margin Calculation Parameters” Circular. 

 
 The Credit for spreads will be obtained using the following formula:  
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Credit for spreads = Number of spreads x Credit per MWh 
 

Where: 
 

- If the margin credit is a percentage, the MWh credit is equal to: 
 

Margin credit x Margin per MWh 
 

The Margin per MWh will be equal to the Commodity Margin obtained in I.3.f) 
divided by the Position to apply for the Margin Class obtained in section I.4.a).  

 
-  If the margin credit is in currency units, the MWh credit is equal to the credit 

amount. 
 
 

g) Obtain Final Commodity Margin for each Margin Class 
 
 Inter-commodity Spread Credits are subtracted from the Commodity Margin, 

obtaining a Final Commodity Margin for each Margin Class. 
 

 
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATION OF THE MARKET VALUE ADJUSTED 

MARGIN 
 
Swap Contracts, without variation margin, are subject to the market value adjusted margin. 

For each live trade, the market value adjusted margin is equal to: 

Initial Value – Final Value (at closing) =  

Position x Initial Price x Multiplier - Position x Final Price x Multiplier  

All margins of all swap trades from a Margin Class are added together and are also added 
to the Final Commodity Margin obtained in I.4.g. 
 
Likewise, for Balance of the Month, Balance of the Week and Daily Natural Gas contracts, 
an adjustment for the pending delivery position will be similarly done, as follows: 

(Balance of the Month, Balance of the Week or Daily Price contract – Delivery 
Price) * Position * Pending Delivery Nominal amount. 

 
All these adjustments from all natural gas transactions within the delivery period are added 
to the Final Commodity Margin obtained in I.4.g. 
 
 
III. DETERMINATION OF THE ADDITIONAL MARGIN DUE TO THE DELIVERY OF 

NATURAL GAS CONTRACTS 
 
The calculation methodology used by BME CLEARING to set the additional margin for 
delivery risk is based on the daily net balance of contracts whose maturity is nearby. In this 
sense, the delivery of monthly and weekly contracts will be done by means of partial daily 
deliveries. 
 
Next, the procedure used by BME CLEARING to determine the additional percentage or 
"add-on" delivery risk is detailed, based on the working days prior to the Gas Day: 
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A) Methodology for calculating the additional "add-on” required on the third working 
day prior to the Gas Day 
 

 For each daily delivery on “D” coming from Balance of the Month, Balance of the 
Week or Daily contracts, an additional delivery margin will be calculated for all 
MWh/day to be delivered from D-3 (3 working days prior to the Gas Day), which will 
be included into the corresponding Initial Margin interval, according to the Margin 
Calculation Parameters Circular. 

 The Initial Margin % published in the Margin Calculation Parameters Circular for the 
Energy segment, which is required for those MWh/day balances on D-3 to be 
delivered on D, is the result of the price fluctuation plus an additional fluctuation 
equal to half the imbalance penalty and will be applied to those positions either 
having a positive (acquires/buys) or a negative (transferor/sells) balance. 

B) Methodology for calculating the additional "add-on” required on the second working 
day prior to the Gas Day 

 
 From two working days (D-2) prior to the first day of the delivery period (D), those 

MWh/day balances, either positive (acquires/buys) or negative (transferor/sells), for 
daily contracts to be delivered on D will no longer be offset and the Initial Margin 
interval will increase depending on the position side, once the applicable taxes 
have been considered for both cases. 
 
B.1) Net Positive Gas Balance on D 

  
When the position on Balance of the Month, Balance of the Week and Daily 
contracts results in a net positive (acquires/buys) gas balance on D, the Initial 
Margin interval published in the Margin Calculation Parameters Circular for the 
Energy segment, which will be required on D-2, for the delivery on D, is 100%. 
 
B.2) Net Negative Gas Balance on D 

  
When the position on Balance of the Month, Balance of the Week and Daily 
contracts results in a net negative (transferor/sells) gas balance on D, the Initial 
Margin interval published in the Margin Calculation Parameters Circular for the 
Energy segment, which will be required on D-2, for the delivery on D, is the result of 
the price fluctuation plus an additional fluctuation equal to the imbalance penalty. 
 

C) Methodology for calculating the additional "add-on” required from the first working 
day prior to the Gas Day until Monetary Settlement is processed. 
 
C.1) In the case of positions whose net balance is positive (acquires/buys), BME 
CLEARING will not return margins required in B.1. until the Transmission 
System Operator (TSO) confirms that the Member or Client, account holder at 
BME CLEARING, has fulfilled their obligations in the gas system and for the 
Gas Day D.  
 
C.2) In the case of positions whose net balance is negative (transferor/sells), BME 
CLEARING will not require margins B.2. after the nomination process, which is 
performed at 18:00 CET on this day prior to the Gas Day, is accepted and 
validated by the TSO. 
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IV. DETERMINATION OF THE MARGIN AT THE MARGIN ACCOUNT LEVEL 
 
The Final Commodity Margins of the different Margin Classes are added, offsetting positive 
and negative values. At that time, the market value adjusted margin is added based on the 
price movements and the position sign and eventually the delivery margin for Natural Gas 
products is added. The final value obtained corresponds to the Initial Margin to be posted. 
 

If that result is negative, the Initial Margin to be posted would be zero. 
 

 
V.  APPLICATION TO THE INTRA-DAY RISK LIMIT 
 
For the real-time initial margin calculations under the Intra-day Risk Limit, the same algorithm 
described in the above points will be considered. 
 
For the daily contracts with delivery on the following day, the risk derived from a position 
increase (either buyer or seller) will must be covered by the Intra-day Risk Limit. 


